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The differential equation

aF + U aF
at ax

is normally integrated with the following finite difference algorithm

F(xlt+At) = F(x 1t-At) - U [F(x+Axlt) - F(x-Ax 1 t)j (2)

and it is generally considered that the numerical integration will remain
stable for any arbitrary advecting function U provided that the following
condition is satisfied

Ax
U(x% t) t st (3)

for all x and all t considered in the calculations.

Experiments with equation (Z) where U is provided by a simple model of
the primitive equations show that this finite difference equation frequently
produces unstable solutions for F.

The values of U produced by the model tend to become decoupled with
time. The values at even time steps follow a pattern while the values of
U at odd time steps follow a completely different pattern. The growth
of F in equation (2) seems to be associated with the decoupling occurring
in the advecting function U.

It can easily be shown that equation (3) represents a necessary condition
for stability and it is usually implied erroneously that this is also a
sufficient condition.

We will show that this condition is not sufficient by giving an unstable
example that satisfies equations (2) and (3) simultaneously.

U(x t) = E(-l)t/At where E is a constant (4)

F(xlt) = 1 + i ()t/t ewt + ikx(5)



where w is given by

sin h (wAt) = E sin (k x) (6)

Substitution in equation (2) gives

i(-l)t/Atl (ewAt wt + i k x=

-E-)/At ) [ + i(-1)t/A (ei kAx -i kAx) wt + ikxA2L+1(l~~j~e -eAx

which we may rewrite as

t/Asi =t/At At F
- i(-l)t jsin h(wAt) =-i(-1) (B ,) + i(-l)t/A sin (kAx)

or

1 (lt/At =i(_l)t /At +f i( l~l /AtS

^ .' = ~~~~~~i + (-I) A -3.

=- L1+ i(-l~tIAt]

= 1 - i(-l)t/At

This substitution shows that the functions defined by equations (4), (5)
and (6) are a solution of equation (2). Also if E is taken sufficiently small
then equation (3) will be satisfied. On the other hand we find that F
defined by equation (5) grows for any positive E. We deduce from this
example that the condition given by equation (3) is not sufficient for
stability.

We conclude that centered differences in both time and space will some-
times generate growing computational modes even when sufficiently short
time steps are used.
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